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After the advent of energy-loss magnetic chiral dichroism �EMCD� in 2006, rapid progress in theoretical
understanding and in experimental performance was achieved, recently demonstrating a spatial resolution of
better than 2 nm. Similar to the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism technique, EMCD is used to study atom
specific magnetic moments. The latest generation of electron microscopes opens the road to the mapping of
spin moments on the atomic scale with this method. Here the theoretical background to reach this challenging
aim is elaborated. Numerical simulations of the L3 transition in an Fe specimen, based on a combination of the
density-matrix approach for inelastic electron scattering with the propagation of the probe electron in the lattice
potential indicate the feasibility of single spin mapping in the electron microscope.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shortly after the discovery of the energy-loss magnetic
chiral dichroism �EMCD� effect1 impressive improvement in
signal and spatial resolution has been achieved. Several labo-
ratories are now beginning to use this technique.2–10 There
are other methods to map magnetic properties, in particular,
x-ray magnetic circular dichroism �XMCD� and electron ho-
lography. XMCD is a well-established synchrotron-based
technique to probe atom-specific magnetic moments. Using
diffractive x-ray optics or lensless imaging11 resolutions bet-
ter than 20 nm have been reported,12 but on a routine basis
the achievable spatial limit is of order 50 nm. Electron ho-
lography is an order of magnitude better in terms of spatial
resolution but is only sensitive to the local magnetic field
component perpendicular to the probing beam, i.e., it is not
atom specific and needs a Lorentz lens.13 EMCD combines
the elemental specificity of XMCD with the high spatial res-
olution of the electron microscope. Although the routine in-
vestigation of nanomagnetic systems may appear remote the
detection of atom specific magnetic moments on a nanometer
scale14 bears promise for spintronics applications. Used in
combination with sum rules it is even possible to separate
spin and orbital moments.15–18

The basic mechanism underlying EMCD is the same as
for XMCD, the excitation of an electronic transition with
change in the magnetic quantum number of an atom by �1
�chiral transition�. In view of the intrinsic high lateral reso-
lution of the electron microscope a crucial question related to
EMCD is then: is it possible to map chiral transitions on the
atomic scale with last generation instruments? If this is so,
one would have a unique method at hand to monitor the
change in the angular momentum of single electrons during

an electronic transition. Spin-orbit coupling would equally
allow to map element specific magnetic moments of single
atomic columns in the electron microscope. Apart from the
interest in understanding the physical mechanism this possi-
bility would constitute a breakthrough in solid-state spectros-
copy, opening a distinct way for direct �real-space� study of
nanomagnetic materials. The standard EMCD setup uses a
parallel beam of incident electrons and measures an energy-
loss spectrum at a particular point in the diffraction plane.1,19

A serious disadvantage of this original setup is the low in-
tensity. Several improvements have been achieved since, in-
creasing the signal strength by almost 2 orders of
magnitude.2,20 The new generation of electron microscopes
with high brightness sources, aberration correctors, and im-
proved energy filters hold promise for detection of single
atomic spins via spin-polarized electronic transitions. In a
short paper21—hereafter referred to as paper I—it was shown
theoretically that magnetic transitions can be made visible in
energy-filtered high-resolution �HR� electron microscopic
images. That analysis was based on the assumption that a
particular transition channel with �m�0 can be selected in a
single atom suspended in vacuo, i.e., that the m degeneracy
of the final state is sufficiently lifted in the magnetic field of
the objective lens in order to separate transition channels in
the energy loss. This is a very unrealistic case that was cho-
sen to demonstrate the principle. However, a recent numeri-
cal result showed that this property holds also for ferromag-
netic Fe where the final states with different magnetic
quantum numbers are almost degenerate.22 That paper con-
centrated on a feasibility experiment demonstrating that an
EMCD signal could be detected with atomic resolution under
optimized experimental conditions.
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Contrary to Ref. 22 we focus here on the underlying the-
oretical description, combining the propagator for the elastic
wave field with transition probabilities calculated within
density-functional theory �DFT� in an all-electron scalar rela-
tivistic generalized gradient approximation.23 Details of the
simulation of spin-polarized transitions in a thin crystal of
bcc ferromagnetic iron are given. It is shown that spin-orbit
coupling in the 3d ferromagnets in combination with the spin
polarization of the final state allows the selection of chiral
magnetic transition channels with existing energy filters.
Bragg diffraction of the probe electron changes the energy-
filtered HR image as compared to single-atom mapping by
exchange of angular momentum with the lattice, but the im-
ages retain their characteristic asymmetry, making it feasible
to analyze magnetic transitions on an atomic level with im-
age simulation tools.

We start with the expression for the probability of a chiral
transition in conventional transmission electron microscopy
�TEM� geometry with the elastic electron propagator before
and after inelastic scattering. Contrary to paper I we use an
expansion of the mixed dynamic form factor �MDFF� into
spherical harmonics, including the relativistic formulation of
spin-orbit coupling. The final expression is numerically
evaluated for ferromagnetic Fe, simulating the HR images
for various thicknesses. The images show a typical asymme-
try that can be interpreted in terms of the transferred angular
momentum.

II. MIXED DYNAMIC FORM FACTOR

After inelastic interaction, the probe electron is in a mixed
state, best described by its density matrix.24,25 This concept
has been proposed for fast electron scattering by Dudarev26

and was further developed by Schattschneider et al.27 Using
the convention X= �x ,z�, R= �r ,z�, i.e., bold capitals stand
for three space vectors and lowercase bold letters for vectors
in the lateral plane, the kinetic equation26 for the density
matrix �o of the inelastically scattered electron at positions
R, R� �usually both in the exit plane of the specimen� is in
single inelastic scattering approximation

�o�R,R�� =� P�R,X�P��R�,X��T�X,X���i�X,X��d3Xd3X�,

�1�

where the Green’s function P propagates the electron in the
crystal potential from X to R, and the inelastic scattering
kernel T is the Fourier transform of the MDFF S multiplied
by a Lorentzian distribution in momentum representation de-
scribing the Coulomb coupling function, and a phase factor
that depends on the propagation depth z ,z� �Ref. 20�

T�X,X�� = Fq,−q��S�Q,Q��Q−2Q�−2�eiqE�z−z��, �2�

where Fa,b is the Fourier transform with respect to variables
a and b and Q= �q ,qE� the wave-vector transfer, q being the
two-dimensional coordinate in the diffraction plane, qE
=kE /�m0v2 the relativistically corrected characteristic scat-
tering angle for incident wave number k and energy-loss E,
and Q the norm of vector Q.

The density matrix �i�X ,X�� describes the incident elec-
tron at positions �X ,X�� in the specimen. The integral in Eq.
�1� is over the whole specimen in three dimensions �3D� and
E is implicitly fixed in the expression of T and omitted for
convenience.

The single inelastic scattering approximation is valid for
core losses in specimens of thickness much smaller than the
mean free path �about 100 nm at typical kinetic energies of
the probing electron in TEM �Ref. 28��.

In paper I it was shown that the energy-filtered HR im-
ages of electronic transitions with a given change in the mag-
netic quantum number show a characteristic asymmetry with
respect to the center of the atom. As already mentioned in
Sec. I, paper I was intended to demonstrate the underlying
principle by choosing a rather hypothetical example, namely,
the Si L edge. In realistic cases �such as the 3d ferromagnets�
the physics is different: we have degenerate m states, and the
dichroic signal rather shows the spin polarization which has
been neglected in paper I. Moreover, it is well known that the
density matrix of the probe electron, via propagation through
the crystal potential, will change as a function of thickness in
a nontrivial way.29,30 We can therefore not expect to see the
clear chiral character of a transition as demonstrated in paper
I.

In this section we extend the previous results to degener-
ate m states in the 3d ferromagnets. It will be shown that
spin-orbit coupling of the initial states renders the transfer of
angular momentum visible under particular conditions.

It was shown in paper I that in the case of a single atom at
axis position z=z�=0, Eq. �1� simplifies to

�o�r,r�� = �2�me2

�0�2k
�2

Fz�X−1�qE
Fz��X�−1�qE

�x,x�

�� dzdz�S�X,X��eiqE�z−z��, �3�

where �x,x� denotes convolution with respect to the lateral
�in-plane� coordinates and r is a vector in the specimen’s
plane z.

S�X ,X�� is the 3D Fourier transform of the mixed dy-
namic form factor so one can rewrite the diagonal element of
the density matrix Eq. �4�, I�r�ª��r ,r� as

I�r� = �2�me2

�0�2k
�2

Fz�X−1�Fz��X�−1��x,x�Fq,−q�

��S�Q,Q����qE,r=r�. �4�

Recognizing that27 Fz�X−1�=Fq�Q−2�,
Equation �4� is, by virtue of the convolution theorem

I�r� = �2�me2

�0�2k
�2

Fq,−q��S�Q,Q��Q−2Q�−2��qE,r=r�. �5�

Comparison with Eq. �2� shows that

I�r� = �2�me2

�0�2k
�2

T�R,R��z=z�=0 ª T�r,r� . �6�

We give now an expression for the MDFF, including transi-
tions with spin-orbit coupling, and wave functions in a crys-
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tal. The use of Wigner 3j symbols will allow easy collection
of terms for a given transfer of angular momentum. In one
electron, first-order Born approximation the MDFF is1

S�Q,Q�,E� = 	
m

	
LMS

	
L�M�S�

	
	


	
	�
�

4�i	−	��2l + 1�

�
�	,	�,L,L��Y

	�Q/Q��Y
�

	��Q�/Q��

��j	�q��ELSj�j	��q���EL�S�j� l 	 L

0 0 0
�

�� l 	� L�

0 0 0
�� l 	 L

− m 
 M
�� l 	� L�

− m 
� M�
�

� 	
jz

�2j + 1� l
1

2
j

m S − jz
� l

1

2
j

m S� − jz
�

� 	
k�n

DLMS
k�n �DL�M�S�

k�n ����E + Enlj − Ek�n� , �7�

where �l ,m� and �L ,M� are, respectively, initial and final
angular-momentum quantum numbers, S is the final spin
state ��1 /2�, j , jz are the initial state relativistic �spin plus
orbit� quantum numbers, �	 ,
� is the multipole index of the
Rayleigh expansion eiq.r=		,
j	�qr�Y	


�q .r /qr�, and DLMS
k�n

is the projection of the final-state Bloch wave with index k�n
onto an LMS basis. The radial integrals are

�j	�q��ELSj =� drr2uLS
E �r�RjS�r�j	�qr� �8�

with the radial parts of the initial and final wave functions
RjS�r�, uLS

E �r�, and we use the abbreviation

�	,	�,l�,L�� ª �2	 + 1��2	� + 1��2l� + 1��2L� + 1� .

It is worth mentioning that the expression of the MDFF
given by Eq. �7� is only valid when considering inelastic
processes that can be approximated by one-particle excita-
tions �i.e., interband transitions between one-electron wave
functions�. Strictly speaking, this is not the case when con-
sidering the L23 edge of transition metals where fine struc-
tures can be modified by multiplet effects.31 However, one-
particle calculations based on a multiple scattering approach
proved to give good results in the simulation of x-ray mag-
netic circular dichroism obtained at the Ni L2,3 edge.32 This
shows that such measurements are only weakly affected by
the satellites peaks due to multiplet effects and that the one-
particle approximation is a good approach for the interpreta-
tion of such experiments.

Dipole-allowed transitions in the L23 edge are then 2p
→nd and 2p→ns. Since the latter are an order of magnitude
smaller than the former we keep only 2p→nd. Application
of the electric-dipole selection rules restricts the quantum
numbers in Eq. �7� to l=1, 	=	�=1, L=L�=2. The spin-
orbit coupling of the final states can be neglected as com-
pared to that of the core state. Consequently, cross terms with
S�S� vanish. In this case, and for symmetries higher than
orthorhombic, the cross terms M �M� in the sums above
vanish also33 and Eq. �7� simplifies to

S�Q,Q�,E� = 24�	
m

	
MS

	


�

Y

1 �Q/Q��Y
�

1 �Q�/Q��

��j1�q��E2Sj�j1�q���E2Sj� 1 1 2
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�

�� 1 1 2

− m 
� M
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�
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k�n
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k�n �D2MS

k�n ��
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The first two 3j symbols force 
�=
. Assuming that the
final density of states �DOS� does not depend on M because
within the limit of energy resolution, the Zeeman splitting
between M levels is not observable, this simplifies further to

S�Q,Q�,E� = 24�	
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�10�

Note that the Bloch wave coefficients D of the final state do
not depend on the final magnetic quantum number M any
more.

Keeping in mind that we aim at separating transitions
with a fixed transfer of angular momentum �
=0, �1�, we
can breakdown expression in Eq. �10�

Sj�Q,Q�,E� = 24�	



Y

1 �Q/Q��Y


1 �Q�/Q��

��j1�q��ELSj�j1�q���ELSj

� 	
S=↑,↓

Cj

↑,↓n↑,↓, �11�

where we have marked the fact that S depends on the rela-
tivistic quantum number of the core state �j=1 /2, corre-
sponding to the L2 edge, and j=3 /2, corresponding to the L3
edge�.

The weighting factors Cj

↑,↓ in Eq. �11� are sums over

m ,M , jz,

Cj

↑,↓ = �2j + 1� 	

m,M,jz

� 1 1 2

− m 
 M
�2 1

1

2
j

m S − jz
�

2

,

�12�

where ↑ ,↓ stand for S=1 /2,−1 /2. The 
-resolved MDFFs
are then weighted sums over spin-up/spin-down population
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densities n↑,↓= �D2S
k�n�2 of the final state. The sums can be per-

formed analytically. They are given in Table I.
The weighting factors for different 
 are identical when

the DOS is unpolarized �n↑=n↓�. Any difference of popula-
tions induces deviations of the weighting factors for 

= �1 from that for 
=0. It is also evident from the table that
the deviations for the L3 edge are opposite to those for the L2
edge. Selecting a particular chirality of the transition �
=
−1 or 
=1� the transition probabilities will vary in opposite
sense for the L2 and the L3 edges. These variations in the
MDFF are directly linked to the dichroic signal measured in
EMCD experiments.

In passing we note that the sum over 
 gives

S�Q,Q�� = 	
L

�l,1,L��j1�qr���j1�q�r��� l 1 L

0 0 0
�2

P1�cos �� ,

where � is the angle between Q and Q� and P1 is the Leg-
endre polynomial of order 1. This expression has been de-
rived earlier for nonmagnetic specimens.33

The spin-polarized densities can be calculated from solid-
state wave functions �obtained from numerical calculation,
e.g., DFT or else�. The relative energy shift of the spin-up/
spin-down d-projected DOS in Fe causes a spin polarization
of almost 100% in the L23 white lines.34 We adopt here this
approximation and assume total spin polarization of the final
d states.

Knowing the spin polarization the energy-filtered HR-
TEM image of a magnetic transition can be calculated. For a
perfect lens the intensity is given as the diagonal element of
the density matrix in the exit plane27

I�r� = ��r,r� ,

where �, in turn, is the Fourier transform of the density ma-
trix in the diffraction plane,

��r,r�� = Fq,−q����q,q��� . �13�

Equations �2�, �6�, and �11� evaluated at z=z�=0 yield

Ij = �2�me2

�0�2k
�2

Fq,−q��S
j�Q,Q��/Q2Q�2� .

With Eq. �11� we have

Ij�r� = �2�me2

�0�2k
�2

	



�
�r��2 	
S=↑,↓

Cj

↑,↓n↑,↓ �14�

with


�r� ª Fq�Y

1 �Q/Q���j1�Q��ELSj/Q2� . �15�

The Fourier transforms Eq. �15� can be performed, similar to
Ref. 27, by use of a cylindrical coordinate system with the
z-axis value fixed to qe. For r again in circular coordinates,
r= �r ,�� we obtain


�r� = ei
� i�
�

2�
qE

1−�
��
0

� q1+�
�J�
��qr��j1�Q��ELSj

Q3 dq .

�16�

This is a convenient result. It tells us that we can construct
chiral HR images of systems with spin magnetic moments
from three general wave functions 
 and the knowledge of
the spin-polarization n↑,↓ via the weighting factors. Equation
�16� is an extension of an earlier result obtained for nonmag-
netic transitions.27 The component formerly related to “per-
pendicular” momentum transfer is now identified as the
modulus of �, and the “parallel” transfer proportional to qe
is identical to 0 �i.e., designating angular-momentum trans-
fer Lz=0�. The weighting factors Cj
 allow calculations of
images for magnetic materials when the final-state spin po-
larization is known.

It is interesting to see that the handedness of transitions is
not visible in the HR image �because the phase of �1 van-
ishes in the partial intensities�. Another detail of Eq. �16� is
that the partial intensities �
�r��2 have the same symmetry
in the image plane as the projected spherical harmonics Y


1 .
This symmetry has been predicted for transitions between
eigenstates �lm� and �lm�1�, using a different approach in
paper I. The present treatment is more general, invoking the
Wigner-Eckhart theorem with implicit summation over m
states, allowing for spin polarization.

The radial parts of the initial and final wave functions
RjS�r�, uLS

E �r� entering the radial integrals of Eq. �16� can be
calculated using different approaches. Results given in the
present paper were obtained from wave functions obtained
with an all-electron scalar relativistic atomic code based on
the DFT.35 Calculation was run within the general gradient
approximation. Such an atomic approach is expected to give
an accurate description of RjS�r� since it is a core state but
might be questionable concerning uLS

E �r�. Undoubtedly, tak-
ing the crystal symmetry into account would give better re-
sults but involves more complex calculations based on Bloch
wave approaches or equivalently, a Green’s function formal-
ism. However, due to their high localization on the metallic
site,36 the d electrons of transition metals are less sensitive to

TABLE I. Prefactors Cj

↑,↓, Eq. �12�. The first two rows are the weighting factors for the transitions when

the final states are completely �up or down� spin polarized. The third row gives the weighting factors for
unpolarized final states. �All per electron.�

j 1/2 �L2� 3/2 �L3�


 −1 0 1 −1 0 1

↑ 0.056 0.111 0.167 0.278 0.222 0.167

↓ 0.167 0.111 0.056 0.167 0.222 0.278

Unpolarized 0.111 0.111 0.111 0.222 0.222 0.222
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solid-state effects than the s or p electrons, and we expect an
atomic approach to give a reasonable description of uLS

E �r�.
When calculating the wave functions involved in elec-

tronic transitions, the core-hole created during the excitation
process will change the transition probabilities. The influence
of such a perturbation on RjS�r� and uLS

E �r� was investigated
by considering four different approximations: a ground-state
approach �corresponding to a �Ne�2s22p63s23p64s23d6

configuration�, the Slater transition state
��Ne�2s22p5.53s23p64s23d6.5� �Ref. 37�, the final-state ap-
proximation ��Ne� 2s22p53s23p64s23d7�, and the Z+1 ap-
proximation. The latter considers the wave functions for a
cobalt atom �Z+1=27�. The last two approaches should give
rather similar results.38 Results obtained for the radial parts
of the iron 2p and 3d wave functions are given in Figs. 1�a�
and 1�b�, respectively. It can be seen from the figure that the
effect of the core hole is to increase but not to shift the
maximum of the radial part of the wave function for both
states. This corresponds as expected to a contraction of the
corresponding charge density. The maximal relative error be-
tween a ground state and an excited configuration calculation

is around 7% for the 2p wave function and 12% for the 3d
one. As illustrated by Fig. 4, these variations do not modify
the calculations of the partial intensities within the q range
we are interested in. Ground-state or excited state wave func-
tions can be used without any major difference on the result-
ing image contrast.

Depending on the spin state of the excited electron, the
occupation of a given 3d orbital can also be modified. The
influence of the occupation on the radial part of the 3d wave
function has also been investigated for occupations going
from 0 to 2 electrons. The error found is of the same order
than that obtained with the core hole. Here again, we expect
such a perturbation to have minor consequences on the re-
sulting simulated image contrast.

One can speed-up numerical calculations via Eqs. �14�
and �16� considerably by use of an analytical expression for
the wave functions. We tried here a simple approach based
on Clementi-Raimondi �CR� hydrogenlike atomic wave
functions.39 They are shown in Fig. 2 together with the all-
electron results. The CR d-state wave function is narrower
than the all-electron one. However, this difference becomes
very small when building the product of initial and final
states that enters Eq. �8�. Figure 3 shows �j	�q��ELSj for the
DFT wave functions with and without core hole, compared
to the CR-based wave functions. The differences are small,
especially in the q range of interest given by the usual ob-
jective apertures �50 mrad. Also shown is the linear ap-
proximation �also known as dipole approximation, not to be
confounded with the dipole allowed transitions used
here—�j1�q��ELSj–which is equivalent to the first term in the
Rayleigh expansion of the interaction operator�. The linear
approximation has a cutoff wave number at the maximum of
the Bethe ridge,27 qc=7.88 a.u. for atomic Fe.

When calculating the density matrix at the exit surface of
the specimen all q values must be taken into account, and the
Rayleigh expansion must be used. Under realistic conditions,
however, with apertures ��50 mrad available in modern
objective lenses, the linear approximation is reasonably ac-
curate.
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FIG. 1. Radial parts of the iron atomic �a� 2p and �b� 3d wave
functions obtained considering a ground-state configuration �thin
black lines�, the Slater transition state �thin dashed lines�, a core
hole on a 2p state �bold black lines�, and the Z+1 approximation
�bold dashed lines�. Note the different radial range for 2p and 3d
states.
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functions �calculated with core hole�, compared to the Clementi-
Raimondi approximation �symbols�.
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Figure 4 shows the partial intensities I
 for a 2p→3d
transition in Fe. For the calculation CR wave functions were
used.

The distribution for all three partial intensities is radially
symmetric. This is a consequence of the disappearance of the
chiral phase ei�m� characteristic for those transitions �where
� is the azimuthal angle with respect to the center of the
projected atom� in the image.

An ideal objective lens without limiting aperture would
produce a radial intensity profile of a single Fe atom equiva-
lent to the sum of the three traces, as shown in Fig. 5 for a
hypothetical aperture of 300 mrad radius in the diffraction
plane. It is worth mentioning that the real contrast apertures
dramatically change the intensity distribution. These are
shown for 60, 40, and 20 mrad in Fig. 5, together with the
result if the dipole approximation is assumed, with a cutoff
of the angular distribution at the Bethe ridge maximum
which is found at 59 mrad. It can be seen that with decreas-

ing aperture, the profiles get broader, indicating a reduction
in spatial resolution. The dipole approximation has been
found to be accurate up to �30 mrad corresponding to 4 a.u.
For higher collection angles the deviations become impor-
tant. This can be understood from Fig. 3. Up to 4 a.u. the
dipole approximation reproduces the slope of the CR ap-
proximation. The side maxima in the dipole approximation
are a consequence of the sharp cutoff by the aperture �or by
the Bethe ridge in the present case�.

In paper I it was shown that phase information and thus
information on the chirality of the transition can be retained
by blocking a part of the diffraction plane. The reason is
essentially that the azimuthal phase change transforms into a
descending/ascending phase ramp in the upper/lower half of
the diffraction pattern. After Fourier transform these phase
ramps show up as left/right shifts of the intensity profile in
the image plane.

The resulting images are shown in Fig. 6. Figure 7 com-
pares images of an Fe atom with complete spin polarization
with that of a hypothetical one without polarization. Also
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tions with �dashed� and without �full line� core hole, and for the CR
approximation �dotted�. Also shown �and rising beyond the draw-
ing� is the linear �or dipole� approximation with the cutoff wave
number at the Bethe ridge.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� L3-edge images of a single Fe atom with
the upper/lower half diffraction plane blocked. The asymmetry mir-
rors the angular momentum of the probe after having caused a
chiral electronic transition. The dashed white line marks the center
as a guide to the eyes.
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shown are traces through the center of the atom. The shift of
the maximum is on the order of 25 pm. A more realistic case
is presented in Fig. 8 using a contrast aperture of 20 mrad
radius with an offset of 20 mrad in the negative qy direction
in the DP.

The shift of the maxima is small, it should, however, be
possible to detect it with appropriate data-analysis software;
shifts of atom positions as small as 3 pm have been
reported40 for elastic images. The main problem is the low
intensity in this “chiral dark field” �CDF� mode. Subtraction
of two CDF images, with positive/negative aperture offset,
would double the shift. A trace through such a difference
image is shown in Fig. 9, scaled to the intensity maximum.
The relative difference is as high as 60% for the half-plane
geometry, higher than the XMCD dichroic signal of Fe.

III. ELASTIC SCATTERING

It was shown in paper I that in a crystal, Eq. �1� is re-
placed by

�o�r,r� =� � P̄d−z�r,x�P̄d−z
� �r�,x��Tzz��x,x��

�̄z
��x�̄z��x��d2xd2x�eiqe�z−z��dzdz�, �17�

where we have separated the integrals along the direction of
the optical axis z ,z�, and the inelastic kernel T may now
depend on z ,z�. The wave functions  of the elastically scat-
tered probe electron at depth z are

̄z�x� =� P̄z�x,ri�i�ri�d2ri �18�

and qE=ko−ki is the minimum wave-vector transfer in the
inelastic interaction. For energy losses of ��1 kV as en-

countered in energy-filtered TEM, the Bloch wave propaga-
tors P̄z for the incident and P̄d−z for the inelastically scattered
electron can be assumed to be equal which may simplify the
calculations. �Note that this is not the case for the propaga-
tors G in Eq. �1� which contain an additional phase factor
eikf�z−z��.� We have expressed the z dependence in preparation
for the next step.

The wave functions ̄z�x� can be calculated with any dy-
namical scattering code when the incident wave i�ri� at the
entrance surface z=0 is known. The exit plane is at the speci-
men thickness z=d. The density matrix �o at the exit plane,
Eq. �1�, is finally propagated to the detector via PD describ-
ing the action of lenses and apertures. At the detector the
intensity I�s� is measured �given by the diagonal elements of
the density matrix �D�

I�s� = �D�s,s� =� PD�s,r�PD
� �s,r���o�r,r��d2rd2r�.

�19�

Equations �17�–�19� describe the combination of elastic and
inelastic scattering in a crystal. The relevant planes of the

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
r [0.1 nm]

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
r [0.1 nm]

FIG. 7. �Color online� L3-edge images of a single Fe atom with
the upper half diffraction plane blocked, left: without and right:
with spin polarization along the optical axis. The traces are through
the center of the atom. Same scale as in Fig. 6.

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
r [0.1 nm]

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
r [0.1 nm]

FIG. 8. �Color online� L3-edge images of a single Fe atom.
Right column: no spin polarization. Left column: total spin polar-
ization. �a� Upper row: with 20 mrad contrast aperture centered at
the optical axis. �b� Middle row: with 20 mrad contrast aperture
offset by 20 mrad in the negative qy direction to chiral dark field
conditions. �c� Lower row: the profiles are horizontal traces through
the center of the atom for case �b� above. Same scale as in Fig. 6.
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experiment are sketched in Fig. 10. Numerically, Eq. �19�
poses the following problem: propagation of the incident
plane wave via Eq. �18� is straightforward, in particular,
when using a multislice approach. The action of the inelastic
scattering kernel Tzz� is also straightforward. The problem
arises in the propagation of the inelastically scattered wave
further from depth z to the exit surface at d. This double
channeling effect has been treated recently30,29 for nonchiral
transitions. We extend the solution and the numerical imple-
mentation used in Ref. 29 to chiral transitions, by using the
appropriate kernel T derived in the previous section. For a
homogeneous crystal and under the locality approximation29

�see Appendix� the inelastic scattering kernel does not de-
pend on the depth z ,z�. From Eqs. �2�, �14�, and �15�, we
have then

T�x,x�� = �2�me2

�0�2k
�2

	




�x�

� �x�� 	

S=↑,↓
Cj


↑,↓n↑,↓.

�20�

Each of the three terms in the sum over 
 decompose into
products of functions of x ,x�, such that the numerics can be
simplified by calculating partial wave functions instead of
density matrices in the intermediate steps.

Simulations of spin-polarized transitions for a 10-nm-
thick Fe specimen are shown in Fig. 11. The maps comprise
2�2 elementary cells with the Fe positions indicated as red
circles. From left to right are shown: spin-up image, spin-
down image, and the difference map. The intensity wedge
shows the contrast in the images. The parameters were as
follows: bcc Fe, CR wave functions, 200 kV beam voltage,
parallel illumination, crystal in �001�-axis orientation. Col-
lection half angle 8.8 mrad, aperture centered at the �200�
Bragg position. The pixel size was 0.011025 nm, and a 5
�5 supercell was used for simulations in order to take the
long-range Coulomb coupling into account. A Cs-corrected
objective lens was assumed, and the energy filter was set at
the Fe L3 edge.

Whereas atomic-resolution micrographs obtained with
elastically scattered electrons would show maxima at the
atomic positions �caused by channeling of the probe elec-
trons along the atomic potential wells� the CDF images show
a significant asymmetry relative to a horizontal mirror line.
The down �up� shift of the maxima is characteristic for the
spin-up �spin-down� polarized transitions. These shifts of
more than 50 pm are more clearly visible in the difference
map to the right. They may be compared with the difference
profiles for single atoms, Fig. 9, showing that the elastic
scattering on the lattice is not detrimental to the inelastic
shift. The image contrast is of order �10%, much smaller
than for the single-atom simulation. This is a consequence of
the smaller aperture but also of the elastic scattering that
redistributes intensity.

Figure 12 shows the same simulation for a 50-nm-thick
crystal. The individual maps look very different from the 10
nm case. However, the difference map looks almost identical
to the former one. Only the contrast is reduced to �4%.
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FIG. 9. Horizontal traces through + /− CDF difference maps:
L3-edge signal of a single Fe atom �a� with 20 mrad contrast aper-
ture offset by �20 mrad in the qy direction to dark field conditions.
�b� With upper/lower half diffraction plane blocked. The traces are
right through the center of the atom. Scaled to the intensity
maximum.
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FIG. 11. �Color online� CDF images of 2�2 elementary cells of
an Fe crystal for 10 nm thickness, Fe L3 signal at 200 kV. The
crystal is oriented in �001� zone axis conditions, aperture 8.8 mrad
centered at the �200� Bragg peak. The positions of the Fe atoms are
indicated as circles. Left: spin up, middle: spin down. Right: differ-
ence map.
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These strong variations in the EMCD signal with thickness,
with an optimum thickness between 10 and 20 nm for Fe at
200 kV, were already predicted for diffraction patterns.16 The
reason is that for thicker crystals the probe electron deposits
a considerable amount of angular momentum in the crystal
lattice, thus reducing its own chirality and the image asym-
metry in CDF conditions.

The problem of correctly disentangling the spin-
dependent asymmetries from the thickness-dependent ones
can be solved by subtracting the CDF image from its mirror

symmetric one �i.e., centering the aperture at the �2̄00� Bragg
spot�. It can be shown that this results in the same difference
images shown in Figs. 9 and 12.41,42 The horizontal displace-
ment of the maxima from the atomic positions in the differ-
ence spectra is caused by the off-axis position of the objec-
tive aperture and is independent of the spin polarization. The
vertical displacement is spin sensitive but almost indepen-
dent of thickness. It is rather the contrast that is controlled by
the specimen thickness which is therefore an important opti-
mization parameter. Simultaneous recording of the elastic
signal with an annular detector defines a symmetric precise
reference frame.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have outlined the theory of image formation by spin-
polarized electronic transitions in a crystal. Numerical simu-
lations for bcc Fe show that the spin polarization becomes
visible on the atomic scale as a significant shift of the
maxima in the energy-filtered images. The weakening of the
effect in thicker specimens, predicted for diffraction, could
be verified in the present atomic imaging configuration. The
effect is strong enough to be detectable in ferromagnetic
specimens of some 10 nm thickness. The DFT-based transi-
tion probabilities are very close to simpler ones such as CR
single-atom models. This fact may simplify predictive simu-
lations which are essential for a thorough understanding of
experimental results. In view of the possibility to use elec-
tron vortex beams with much higher sensitivity for spin-
polarized transitions43 the present simulations hold strong
promise for experimental detection of spin moments of
single atomic columns in electron microscopy.
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APPENDIX

The locality approximation �the assumption that the in-
elastic process occurs at a fixed depth z in the specimen or
more precisely that we need not consider z��z contributions
in the propagator� was derived in Ref. 29. For reasons of
completeness and because of a changed notation we repro-
duce it here. The incident fast electron’s density matrix �in is
propagated elastically as

�el�X,X�� = �X�Pz
+�inPz�X�� , �A1�

where P is the electron propagator in the crystal. We use
coordinates x perpendicular to the optical axis �in the plane
of the specimen� and z along the axis. For ease of demon-
stration we choose a coherent incident wave with �in
= ��in���in�. Defining

�x�Pz
+��� ª ��X�eikiz

we may write

�el�X,X�� = ��X����X��eiki�z−z��.

Several comments are in place here. When the incident den-
sity matrix describes a pure state then the density matrix at
depth z is also a pure state. We obtain it as a product of the
propagated incident wave function �this is trivial�. ��X� is
the solution of the Schrödinger equation in the crystal at
depth z a superposition of Bloch waves satisfying the en-
trance boundary conditions�. The rapidly varying phase fac-
tor eiki�z−z�� with the incident electron’s wave number ki is
written explicitly �usually it is ignored since z=z� in �elastic�
diffraction theory�. The wave function ��X� contains still the
phase factors ei�jz that make the pendellösung. The propaga-
tor P need not carry the depth as an index but we leave it for
better recognition in a later stage.

The inelastic scattering kernel T can be shown to act as27

�inel�X,X�� = T�X,X���el�X,X�� .

This density matrix is now propagated elastically to the de-
tector, according to Eq. �A1�

Idet�r� = �r�PD
+ Pd−z

+ �inelPd−z�PD�r� .

Inserting unity operators �d3X�X��X� this is

Idet�r� =� r
��X�r�X��

���X����X��eiqE�z−z��T�X,X��d3Xd3X�,

�A2�

where we have defined the reciprocal wave

�X��Pd−z�PD�r� ª r�X��eikf�d−z��. �A3�

The wave function r is a solution of the Schrödinger equa-
tion with boundary conditions given by a point source lo-
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Same as in Fig. 11 for 50 nm
thickness.
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cated at position r on the detector �this is the reciprocal wave
traveling upward the column44�. As such, it is also a super-
position of Bloch waves, and we have again extracted a rap-
idly oscillating phase factor, as before. Note that ki−kf =qE,
and that the integrals are over the whole specimen volume.
Equation �A2� is the kinetic equation.26

We have expressed the z dependence in preparation of the
next step. The inelastic scattering kernel can be written in
configuration space as a convolution of the MDFF with the
Coulomb coupling field45

T�X,X�� = S�X,X���X−1X�−1� .

The first important step is to assume that the inelastic scat-
tering on different atoms is incoherent. We can then write S
as a sum over the different z layers of the crystal

S�X,X�� = 	
i

Sat�x,z − zi,x�,z� − zi� .

With this, the rearranged Eq. �A2� reads

Idet�r� =� d2xd2x�F�x,x�� �A4�

with

F�x,x�� = 	
i
� dzdz�eiqe�z−z��f�X�f��X��

���X−1X�−1�Sat�x,z − zi,x�,z� − zi��

and

f�X� = r
��X���X� .

F is a double Fourier transform with respect to z ,−z�. Ap-
plying the convolution theorem and the shift theorem we
obtain

F�x,x�� = 	
i

Fz�f�F−z��f��

��K0�qzx�K0�qz�x��Fz,−z��Sat�ei�qz−qz��zi��qz=qz�=qE
.

�A5�

We have now a closer look on the functions in Eq. �A6�. The
products of Bloch waves f , Fourier transformed with respect
to z, have deltalike peaks at all combinations of the excita-
tion errors � j of incident and outgoing waves. They are of

order 2� /��0.1 rad nm−1. The modified Bessel function K0
is smooth in the vicinity of qz=qE where it will be evaluated.
The Fourier transform of Sat in dipole approximation is27

Fz,−z��Sat� = Fq,−q��q · q� + qzqz��

= v�x�v�x�� + qzqz�w�x�w�x�� , �A6�

v�x� =
1

2�
�

0

qc

q2J1�q · x�dq , �A7�

w�x� =
qz

2�
�

0

qc

qJ0�q · x�dq , �A8�

where q= �q� and qc is the cutoff wave number given by the
Bethe ridge. We can then assume that the convolutions with
respect to qz of the inelastic kernel with the Bloch waves will
shift features by �qz� �� j. This has almost no influence at
qz�qE. We can then consider these two functions as con-
stants and extract them from the convolution operation

F�x,x�� = K0�qzx�K0�qz�x��Fz,−z��Sat�

�	
i

�Fz�f�F−z��f��ei�qz−qz��zi��qz=qz�=qE
. �A9�

The convolution here is a Fourier backtransform with an
additional phase factor. It yields

	
i

f�x,zi�eiqezif��x�,zi�e−iqezi. �A10�

Observing that

K0�qEx�K0�qEx��Fz,−z��Sat�qE,qE
= Tsingle�x,x�� �A11�

the inelastic kernel for a single layer, we can rewrite Eq.
�A9� with Eqs. �A3� and �A10� as

Idet�r� � 	
i

�r�PD
+ Pd−zi

+ Tsingle�x,x��

���x,zi����x�,zi�Pd−zi
PD�r� . �A12�

We can sum the intensities from localized planes z=zi inco-
herently. This is a consequence not only of the incoherence
between different atoms but also of the fact that the extinc-
tion length of dynamical diffraction is much larger than the
extension of the inelastic kernel in z direction.
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